Full HOUSE
A Houston family wanted their Colorado retreat to
be a place where new family stories could be created,
shared, and passed on to the next generation
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Opening pages: Aspen architect Bill Poss, landscape
architect Tim McMichael, and interior designer Kam
Davies created a second-home sanctuary in western
Colorado for a Houston family. A white oak swing
beckons on a deck. A porch is always set for a meal.

This page: The home’s entry, painted with Farrow &
Ball’s White Tie and Studio Green, features a variety
of French antiques Davies found in L’Isle-sur-laSorgue. Opposite: The living room is furnished
with Kam Davies–designed poofs, upholstered in a
linen velvet from Otis Textiles. A pair of chairs from
Hickory Chair use C&C Milano fabric; the pillows are
covered in Prima Alpaca from Sandra Jordan.
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Opposite: A series of photographs of fly-fishing
lures adorns the walls of the office, each printed
on watercolor paper. This page: While decidedly
practical, a mudroom also manages to feel like a
room in which to linger. Elements include a Circa
Lighting star lantern and rustic limestone floor tiles,
all set against Farrow & Ball’s Cromarty.

This page: Rose Tarlow’s Enzio Vert de Terre glazed linen
is used as a headboard fabric in the master bedroom.
Pillow fabrics are Penny Morrison and Rosemary
Hallgarten. Opposite: A Kohler undermount “Tea for
Two” six-foot tub in the master bath is equipped with a
Kallista faucet and lever handles in a nickel silver finish.
A work by Texas artist Ellen Schuster, commissioned by
the homeowner, hangs on a wall.
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“The home is a real

IN THE ROARING FORK VALLEY in western

Colorado, daily life in this house is busy and active: the doors
are open, two dogs run in and out at will, and friendly visitors
drop by throughout the day. The owners—a Houston couple
with grown children and a growing brood of grandchildren—
enjoy skiing, fishing, or hiking before returning home in the
late afternoon to light the grill (perhaps even the outdoor
fireplace) and offer their guests a drink.
Set in a landscape of pure, rugged beauty, this Aspen
vacation home is where the family members exchange their
electronic devices for board games and puzzles. It’s a place
where they gather to savor meals, indulge in storytelling, or
just settle into a comfy spot to enjoy the view.
“It’s hard to find a bad view in this valley,” says interior
designer Kam Davies of Davies Design Group, “and the views
from this house call you outside to play.”
Davies, who grew up in Connecticut and has lived in
Colorado for twenty years, built her business and reputation
by creating authentic, timeless spaces that express the
personalities of the people residing within. As an Eastcoaster, Davies saw many homes that passed through
generations—places with a porch where a grandma once sat,
and where her grandkids now sit. She wanted to infuse that
sense of history into this new home without “the cliches or
cobwebs.” In doing so, Davies created a destination that feels
like it’s been around for years, one that will grow and change
with the family as it does.
The Colorado lifestyle includes a real connection to the
outdoors, and there are countless reasons to be outside
during the day. “When you come home,” Davies says, “you
want a house that restores you and warms you if you’ve been
cold, or a place to put your feet up after a day on the golf
course. It was designed to be the recharging place.”
Imperfections make a new home feel authentic and
approachable. With this in mind and through a careful
curation of furnishings (including antiques that she
discovered on her trips to France), Davies developed a
welcoming and comfortable interior that already sports a
patina: a home containing old stories while awaiting new
ones. “To the extent you can achieve it,” says Davies, “our
goal was to create an ‘established’ country home. It feels it
could have been built yesterday or fifty years ago, and you’re
not sure which.”
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reflection of
who they are.”

The rooms maintain a balance of both masculine and
feminine, with a rugged, sophisticated directness. They
reflect the setting with a color palette of dark greens and rich
blues borrowed from the surrounding nature; all the rooms
have a layering of old and new, a combination of custommade and found objects that Davies says lend both honesty
and history to the space. This feeling makes the home warm
and inviting, yet not specific to a season or period.
“There’s an energy here you don’t normally get in second
homes, which can often feel like hotels. This house—and its
owners—sort of pull you in, making you want to linger for
another glass of wine, or to stay for dinner and help with
a puzzle. There are always snacks on the counter and cold
drinks on hand, and it’s all just very friendly and familiar.”
Davies says the family’s love of being at home is reflected
in the house. “During holidays, when their kids are there,
someone’s watching sports, someone’s setting up an easel—
every room has someone in it, making the house feel alive.”
Davies, who once took woodworking courses, recognizes
and appreciates the hand of the artist and the value of
integrating artisan pieces in an environment. “I enjoy being
with the steelworker in his forge as he creates an iron table
base,” she says, “or watching someone craft a lamp out of
plaster, getting the proportions just right so the object feels
and looks as good as it can be. Those things become heritage
pieces that bring a special energy to a room.”
When the family gathers on the deep porch, at a table
set with antique bowls from Paris and hand-blown cobalt
candlesticks, there is likely talk about how it all came to be,
with references to the contributions of the woodworker and
the blacksmith and the artists whose work hangs on their
walls. ‘That’s how you infuse depth and integrity into a
house,’ Davies says, “versus throwing up an antler chandelier
and saying ‘We’re in Colorado.’”
The couple returns to this new haven with their family
as often as possible to raise a glass and step away from their
everyday lives in Houston. “And,” says Davies, “the everyday
here is pretty amazing. This house has a storied feel; it’s a
place where, as their children grow and more grandchildren
arrive, they’ll create new family stories together.” n
“This project was very fulfilling for me—it allowed me to
be my best version of myself,” says designer Kam Davies.

—Kam Davies

